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GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

 OFFICIAL REPORT 

Thursday, 15th February 2018 

The House met at 2.30 p.m. 

[The Speaker (Hon. Fatuma Khalif) in the Chair] 

PRAYERS 

 Statement 

Hon Abdirizak Ismail: thank you Mr. Speaker, Considering THAT, Early Childhood Education 

is a very important stage to give future education foundation to the learners; Appreciating that 

Part 2 of the Fourth Schedule of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 gives pre-primary education as 

devolved function; THEREFORE, for the purpose of effective service delivery the house needs 

to know the following regarding the same, 

1. What is the actual number of children enrolled in all the Public ECDE between the ages 

3-6 years? 

2. What is the county Gross enrolment rate on ECD against the National average? 

3. How much was the funding for ECDE in the last financial year and in what aspects? 

4. What are the projected numbers of children joining ECDE in 2018? 

5. Does the department have ECDE safety policy? 

6. Is there a county policy on ECDE- Affirmatively pro- poor, addressing the issue of 

inequity as apriority? Thank you madam speaker. 

Madam speaker: thank you hon. from galbet, the education committee is the chair around Can 

you respond?  

Hon Diriye Bare: Thank you madam speaker, I would like to thank the member from galbet for 

bringing this statement on time and am requesting to be given two weeks to respond to this 

questions thank you madam speaker. 
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Madam speaker: thank you chair for education I think all hon members have had that the chair 

requested ………. Yes mr Abdirizak  

Hon Abdirizak ismail: chair! Madam speaker sorry the chair has not given specific date I want 

him to be very specific he says two weeks, when are we expecting the response of this statement 

he should be specific and give us a date. 

Madam speaker: ok back to you Mr. Speaker can you give us a specific date. 

Hon Diriye Bare: thank you madam speaker I will request to be given 8th of March on 

Thursday. 

Madam speaker: from now to 8th of March is it two weeks hon. members can you check your 

calendar 

Hon Diriye Bare: Sorry for inconvenience madam chair may I request to submit the report on 1st 

of march. 

Madam speaker: thank you mr chair he said 1st of march I hope the secretariat  ……….yes hon 

Adow 

Hon Adow omar: thank tou madam speaker I want to bring to your attention that this issue that 

were raised is something that can be provided within our finger tips  the director of ECD can 

give out into details . for us to have immediate interventions we need to have as early as possible 

so madam there is no much work loaded before this committee so I request the chair to reduce 

because by end march the schools will be closed. 

Madam speaker: let us here from other members, yes member from bura. 

Hon Abdullahi omar: thank you madam speaker am in support of hon Adow the committee for 

education have a lot of laxity am sorry to say this yesterday what happen here is something we 

cannot go back to it. This is an information the ministry of education, ECD must give this 

information is just the matter of writing this matter and getting the feedback so we should not be 

telling the members every time it’s becoming a culture of saying two weeks information must be 
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provided thank you madam speaker:  

15th Feb 2018 Oba takes B 

Hon. Abdullahi Omar: and you must get this information by Monday or Tuesday next week 

thank you very much Mr. Speaker  

Madam Speaker: yes bwana deputy speaker  

Hon. Mohamud Abass: thank you so much madam speaker and congratulations for joining g 

the panel list I want to really disagree with  

Madam Speaker:  member from ijara you have point of order  

Hon. Irshad Hilowle: thank you madam speaker  

Madam Speaker: member from galbet  

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: honorable member from ijara purport to know Kiswahili so if you start 

in Swahili you are supposed to finish in Swahili no mixing of language madam speaker thank 

you  

Madam Speaker: I think all members should know that once you start with Kiswahili you speak 

Kiswahili if English you speak English no mixing of languages  

Hon. Irshad Hilowle: thank you very much madam speaker I just wanted to correct our deputy 

speaker that you are madam speaker and not Mr. Speaker thanks   

              (Laughter) 

Madam Speaker: I think you have not heard member from ijara he said madam speaker I have 

heard it go ahead bwana deputy speaker  

Hon. Mohamud Abass: I think member for ijara was not in order to address me I believed I said 

madam speaker so unless you have other challenges without information so madam speaker I 

wanted really disagree with the date the chair for education has picked because the information 
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requested by member for galbet is not a rocket science this think is actually available in many 

sources even you can go back to the committee of assumption report which they have submitted 

to this House sometimes December  and that information is available and that information is 

available it can even be available in the website for center of Brue of statistics you can even get 

this information without going into the ECD department so Mr. chair I think you should go back 

to your date and give us quick and appropriate time for this  

Madam Speaker: Thank you deputy speaker yes honorable member from Iftin 

Hon. Mohamed Gabow: thank you Mr. Speaker sir ….. 

   (Laughter) 

Hon. Mohamed Gabow: sorry ok madam speaker you know we are used to those gentlemen 

who have been guiding the house I want to contribute to this   

(Members consulting loudly) 

Madam Speaker: order members continue  

Hon. Mohamed Gabow: thank you for protecting me   madam speaker first this question this 

statement is very timely and it is a very important one I am saying because I host the biggest 

ECD school in the entire county for your information Iftin host the biggest ECD in Garissa 

County by enrolment it is equivalent to entire fafi sub county enrolment and the entire balambala 

sub county that is not by comparison and there is a real problem so I thought it is order to have 

this two weeks so that we an extensive an intensive response  because this report which have 

been compiled by our report team here yes am a member of education for your information so 

this report which have been compiled by our reports may not be exhausted enough to satisfy this 

statement  it is always important to get the information from the executive departments for 

education plus the one in our office is here or in our assembly here and I don’t know how to go 

about it madam speaker I would need your guidance I thought this statement should also be 

addressing about the teachers I see that part is missing and I see it very integral  thank you so 
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much  

Madam Speaker: Yes Mr. Hussein  

Hon. Hussein Borle: thank you madam speaker  

Madam Speaker: I think you have spoken member from masalani what is it  

Hon. Abubakr Shide: thank you madam speaker it is being too much out of order for honorable 

Gabow to claim he is a member of the committee something that he should have been doing in 

his committee now trying to say the member who sort his statement should have added more 

questions dose it men the committee which he is a member to wait for statement to come here 

then the act or what does it to be clarified  

Madam Speaker: Yes Honorable from saka oh sorry member from saka I think earlier I have 

called Mr. Hussein before you  

Hon. Hussein Borle: I think those members who are saying two weeks are no adequate have not 

read the questions properly I am saying so because these questions carry a lot of details 

(Members consulting loudly)  

Madam speaker: order members go on member  

Hon. Hussein Borle: the data which is being requested is not an information that can only be 

drawn from secondary data that part of this actually requires some form of a research like for 

instance if you look at question number 4 

HIBO TAK C 

Hon Abdirizak Ismail: question number 4 it is talking about the projected members of children 

joining ECD which means 80s which is projected  that data may not be available so it may 

require a primary combination of data and I don’t think things is very light  at the same time 

there is various component in that data we are not only talking about enrolment that is 

information about financial that is information about a relating to same sort of social community 
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factors so I don’t think things is actually for this information so I support the chair of the 

committee thank you. 

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): yes honorable from SAKA 

Hon Kassim Dagane: thank you madam chair I think my colleague from Galbet is a sector of 

education particular ECD section when you look at some motions just because they are very 

power information that is not something that we can go and get just for example if you at 

question my colleagues before house whether there is a department policy for ECD the ECDs 

schools   

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): honorable from HULUGHO 

Hon Adow Omar:  we are dispensing the timing and the committee can take for those motions 

that were raised we are well versed  what we have  raised is it in order for members to discuss 

whether those things will take, we are not here in defendant of the department there are people 

who are going to perform those duties what  we are here dispensing only the timing that is 

needed so when you talk about over timing that cannot be available it is not subject for 

discussion what we are dispensing is timing we want a look for the committee  and then the 

committee does not have any other discussions this is the first statement they are having in this 

session of the house so went the members to concentrate the timing not discussing the subject 

matter 

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): continue honorable sir  

Hon Kassim Dagane: thank you madam speaker for giving my colleague a chance he is a 

professional teacher, honorable members what was happening this afternoon was does not allow 

as to takes time this already a document by itself madam I will conquer with my chair but we are 

requesting from the house so that information which is not come from member thank you. 

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): thank you for the information. Yes honorable Katra you 

have been raising your hands for sometimes 
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Hon Khatra Iman: thank you very much madam speaker as a member of education committee I 

just want to appeal to honorable member of the house because I am a member of this committee 

and I just want to ensure that we will believe and we will perform our duty and I just want to 

conquer with my chairman because I know and I believe he is capable of doing his work and he 

will but madam speaker as we are away the education sector is very critical in our areas 

especially Northern Kenya and if you come back to Garissa county I come from a place where 

you cannot even see a teacher for almost two weeks that is FAFI and for the last time  

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): honorable Katra you are just deliberating where these two 

weeks is last or going to be reduced to one week otherwise we are debating only issue on 

education  

Hon Khatra: thank you madam for the correction madam speaker because of the agency of 

matter I just like to note that people understand now honorable members to understand because 

in areas like Fafi for last one year the schools have collapsed due to in security leave about ECDs 

so we will not be able to get this virtual information in a weeks’ time please give us two weeks  

Hon Fatuma (temporary speaker): yes member for Bura 

Hon Abdullahi Omar: These honorable members are lost we are discussing the feedback of this 

question is this the matter of writing to the ministry CEC to provide this information I don’t 

know is the new members of this committee did we have other commitment is it involved you 

just write this information they are provided this information. 

 

15TH February 2018 TAKE D IBRAHIM 

Hon Abdullahi Omar: …. Do we have other commitment? Is it involved? I don’t think the ones 

involved doing reporting for this thing. You just write this information, they are provided. You 

do and done this information. If the CEC report that they need thorough investigation… 

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): Honourable member from Bura, are standing on 
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point of order or you are giving as information?  

 Hon Abdullahi Omar: I am sorry madam,  

(Laughter) 

But what I am saying is honourable member Khatra is misleading and even the other members; 

they are giving information like they are defending this report. 

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): ok honourable member from Bura, we have had 

you. Honourable from Nanigi  

Hon Hassan Omar: thank you madam chair, I really support this statement. Actually 

honourable Abdirizak has really done very nice. Mine is to support and actually time set two 

weeks is enough. For your information madam chair by next week we are going to have vetting 

of nominees. I think that period will be enough. Thank you 

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): yes Hon Amran 

Hon Maryan: (laughter)   

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): you were murmuring I was seeing you. 

Hon Maryan: thank you madam speaker, actually am very happy to address a woman today  

(Applause) 

Being in the assembly for the last five years and today actually they are bias the other time. Am 

very happy to address you but I am little felt you are becoming neutral when picking members to 

talk. Anyway thank you so much madam speaker, two weeks is enough. Am sorry madam 

speaker if I offended you.  

(Consulting loudly by other members) 

Madam speaker, first of all this point of orders, members should actually stand on point of orders 

and apply point of order from the standing orders. Madam speaker point of orders became too 
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much, they are supposed to refer to the standing orders and members are supposed to refer to the 

standing order. Madam speaker, the time the chairman for education picked I think it is ok and 

members should respect that. Madam speaker, we know very well; we don’t go to CECs for just 

walking and getting answers. There is procedure, they are supposed to come back and write a 

report. We need very substantial information back to this house we don’t want the information to 

be brought back to this house and start asking other questions. Madam speaker, we are in the 

committee and see the department, the CEC for example then definitely ask other questions and I 

am sure these questions are asked by the members once the committee report back to the house. 

So madam speaker, I think that way, the chairperson picked should be respected and first of 

March is not very far. The chairperson may be the only person who is very busy; the other 

members are members of other committees who actually engage on vetting, next week the 

assembly is very busy. We have vetting of the new chief officers, board member and county 

secretary. There are other things that members are doing. So members’ time should be respected 

and I support the chair. Thank you madam speaker 

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): I think we have deliberated much on this statement 

that has been brought by the member for Galbet. So we are going to follow as has been said by 

the chair that we are going to have feedback for the committee of education by first of March. I 

hope the secretariats are taking note of that. 

(Members consulting loudly) 

Motion and Bills  

Hon Mahat Osman: thank you madam speaker, I beg to move the following motions pursuant 

to the provision of standing order no. 188(2), 126 (3) that this house considered and approval of 

nomination of the following members to county assembly procedure and rules committee 

1. Hon Ahmed Ibrahim Abass 

2. Hon Mohamud Abass  

3. Hon Mahat Osman Ibrahim  

4. Hon Mohamed Gabow 
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5. Hon Khatra Iman  

6. Hon Asli Ibrahim 

7. Hon Mohamed Ali  

8. Hon Mohamed Siyat Ahmed 

9. Hon Mohamed Abdi Farah  

10. Hon Adow Omar Said  

11. Hon Abdullahi Buthul  

Madam speaker, it was very clear that this house is using standing order  

(Members consulting loudly) 

Thank you madam speaker, it is evident that this house will be using interim standing orders for 

the last assembly and now we are also continuing the same interim standing orders. It is right 

time these honorable members should know Garissa county assembly standing orders but formed 

beside our old committee which will be our book of references when we are dealing with 

parliamentary matter in that view I edge the members of this house to approve this list, so that 

the committee is delegated to undertake writing of standing orders of Garissa county assembly. 

That will be final document we will be referring to as a parliament. Thank madam speaker, I beg 

members to support 

Hon Fatuma Khalif (Temporary Speaker): thank you honourable majority leader,  

Hon Abubakr: madam speaker, I beg to second the leader of majority. Madam speaker, this 

………. 

15th FEB. 2018 ABDIAZIZ TAKE E. THURSDAYD AFTERNOON SESSION. 

 

Hon. Abu-Bakr:  Madam speaker I beg to second the leader of majority this is a very important 

committee that bill we are referring today for any reference for example you are referring to the 

standing order 32 on page 40 you must go to page 30 must be minus 10 which will get the 
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correct page that is why it is necessary to have this committee in place so that they can undertake 

the necessary requirements within our standing orders. Madam speaker this assembly is run by 

standing orders this is law that basically correct members tell members how to do it and guide in 

fact the speaker’s chair or the panel flat matter. Mr. Speaker this assembly has had into really 

standing orders now I think for the fifth year and something you can no longer have garissa 

county assembly the sixth year and still have a book known in three standing orders we need to 

have garissa county assembly standing orders this committee will undertake very important 

exercise and making sure somehow even a testified standing order you know if you look the 

members of this assembly we addressed very differently a new standing order we refer to 

sometimes the leader of minority or the majority un tucked you find members coming with 

sandals some might try to come with kikoys some will tell you there is no need for boots I think 

the ladies are a bit ok I think because the nature of their clothing’s they are Okay. Madam 

speaker that is why this committee we should have had it yesterday or long time ago I therefore 

urge members to hear as a committee and I also urge them after approval they immediately sit be 

in the selection of their vice chair and start working on our standing orders, thank you very 

much. 

Hon. Fatuma Khalif.  (Temporally Speaker): Yes member for galbet.  

                                            Members consulting.  

 Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: Thank you madam speaker I wish to support the motion but there is 

one thing which is not clear the majority leader mention that what we are using is an interim but 

the book the standing order we are given nothing like interim and I think this issue was raised 

earlier on by the Hon. Member from dadaab but the first thing for this committee should look at 

is the queries and issues raised by the Hon. Member for dadaab is valid is there and how to go 

about it. I also second the sentiments by Hon. Abu-Bakr but at least even the dress code is very 

important madam speaker, so there are many issues this committee to look at it one thing I will 

always request most of the time there are many members who probably wanted to join the 

committee but because the committee has a set of numbers set out as per the standing orders so I 
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would ask most of the time to  make good use of the other members of the remaining members 

because there are those who has input of what to be omitted or what to be added in the standing 

order or any other rules that govern us while we are this place of garissa county assembly so 

please make good use of the rest of the members who are here from time to time and there with 

those few remarks I wish to support the motion, Thank you. 

Hon. Fatuma Khalif - (Temporally Speaker): Before I call Hon. Gedi, I think there is no 

institution once the committee is there any other committee can sit there and add value that is 

what the standing order is saying so there is no institution any member can join the team to add 

value, yes Hon. Gedi………. 

Hon. Gedi: Thank you madam speaker. Let me first congratulate you for being the panel of 

speakers and also members should expect that we are going to have a disable speaker 

soon…………. 

                                  Member’s applause. 

So the question is don’t ask me who will going to carry him up there that is the work of 

secretariat, thank you. Madam speaker let also congratulate the majority leader for being this 

committee this committee is very vital this is the committee which in fact praises the basic 

foundations of the laws which is governing this house very important, madam speaker there is no 

reason while am wearing a disable man wearing boots I don’t see a chair for budget wearing a 

short leaves shirt in this house so we need to have sanity madam speaker we are the leaders of 

this county, this the committee which is mandated to bring a very comprehensive standing orders 

which will going to set the precedence of a certain county assembly of Garissa, madam speaker I 

know of a membership when I just checked these a mostly senior members of this house and 

they will add value. I think this committee is long overdue because they are going to benchmark 

on how things and procedures are made in the assemblies and soon and soon after this I hope 

they will pay visit to the national assembly of this country to know benchmark in the national 

assembly how standing orders are made. Madam speaker I 

r…………………………………………………..      
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15th FEB 2018 OSMAN TAKE F 

Hon Gedi: I really liked how it was balanced and I am very much grateful and I hope this 

committee will add value to this house and hopefully Madam Speaker with your guidance I think 

with the nomination of these members to this committee they will be able to bring, I don’t know 

the majority leader will tell us the function, how far or how soon they are going to bring standing 

orders because currently whatever we are operating is under doubt so he will be able or in a 

position to tell us when are they able to compile the next and final standing orders with that few 

remarks hopefully see I want to tell the members that hopefully the next you will see a disable 

speaker thank you very much. 

Madam Speaker: honorable member for Fafi 

Hon Hassan Halane:  Thank you Ms. Speaker I will like to take this opportunity to congratulate 

you for you being there I think this is the first I am seeing a lady seating there again I will like to 

take this opportunity to congratulate Mr. Gedi  who will also be the first disable speaker yes his 

aspiring. 

Madam Speaker the list balanced what we only need is to allow this people to undertake their job 

the majority is aware his also ready the date he will going to …… us, anyway I will like this 

honorable members is a very good opportunity for all of us because we didn’t have before the 

procedure and rules committee is added advantage so let us make use of this committee, thank 

you. 

Madam Speaker: Yes honorable for Danyere 

Hon Daud Aden: Thanks is to ALLAH and praise be the prophet (S.A.W.), thank you Madam 

honorable Speaker I appreciate your presence I hereby oppose the motion at hand irrespective of 

whether I am from the majority or minority support I am on opposition the selection committee 

are biased I don’t know why are those from supper constituency are not here as has been stated 

by the Speaker. I request to be safeguarded by the honorable speaker I seek your protection I am 

not good in English. Madam Speaker here at assembly and I particular the leadership anticipate 
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………. Actions in due respect I fear what happened in Wajir of late in Mandera and another 

county in Kenya and even worse may happened in Garissa County that is my fear I seek to be 

protected by the Madam Speaker. 

Madam Speaker: Honorable member for Danyere we are not continue protecting you while we 

are seeing you are going over board for one reason we don’t have super constituency we are all 

honorable members here we are either nominated or elected from certain word from certain 

constituency, and the other issue is honorable member from Danyere you are comparing 

yourselves with another assembly in default, so can you stand and withdraw that statement.  

Hon Daud Aden: Thank you Madam Speaker I apologize for any wrong I want continue with 

your support thank you Madam the honorable on the floor I think on Tuesday as I stated that 

Balambala is the super constituency I fear that this in the house may lead to continuous boycott 

or impeachment of the leadership of the house that is my fear because what they are doing is not 

just and you know always justice delayed is justice denied and you know a threat to justice 

anywhere of course is a threat to justice anywhere so I request you to be taken back to drawing 

and then reconstituted irrespective I have said earlier whether  I will be supported by majority or 

minority thank you .On a different note I am coming from Danyere ward you know they it’s in 

the super constituency as has been put by the speaker, here in Danyere ward yesterday there was 

a person killed by  

Madam Speaker: yes honorable member from Galbet continue   

TAKE G BURALE 

Hon Madam Speaker. Yes member for Galbet yes continue 

Hon Abdirizak Ismail. Madam speaker is the honorable member in order to take us outside the 

motion he has already exhausted the motion now he is giving a motion now he should wait for us 

to dispels all the agendas in the item so that he gave us the statements madam speaker  

Hon Madam Speaker. Honorable member of Danyere have you exhausted where you are 
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supporting this names or not  

Hon Daud Adan. Madam speaker I oppose this at same time I fear not be given another time I 

oppose. 

Madam Speaker. Can you seat down honorable member from Danyere, yes honorable Amran 

Hon Amran. Thank you Madam chair, Madam chair I will this is very unfortunate if this is a bill 

in a process you been the chair today madam speaker there are 11 members in this committee 

and only 2 women its very unfortunate gender is not actually considered the constitution of this 

committee so madam speaker I beg you actually you take this names to the selection committee 

they repeat it again so that the 3 women thank madam chair. 

Hon madam speaker. Yes deputy speaker  

Hon Mohamud Abass.i want to revoke standing order 188 there will a select committee, the 

committee should comply with the speaker the chair person of the committee 

Hon Amran. Madam speaker I apply the same standing order. The standing does not say how 

many women how many men madam speaker the standing order 2 is telling us the committee 

shall comprise of the speaker as the chair person the chair of the committee are not known other 

number than you 

Hon Mohamud Abass. The chair person is by revolt is the speaker and deputy speaker who is 

also a man when are looking the gender composition I think it’s in order if you look at the 

committee I think it’s well represented  

Hon Amran. Madam speaker standing order 188 it say the committee shall comprise there is no 

difference between the chair person and other members its only clear the speaker should be the 

chair person and is a man, the deputy speaker is a man and the other member is a man  

Hon Abubakr. Madam Speaker this assembly is running by tradition by previous ruling and by 

understanding and madam speaker we might have 9 membership with only one gender madam 

speaker we are having a motion before us I want to tell a member who is a close friend and a 
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senior member that she has been a member of this assembly that one’s a motion is before 

speaker, this motion has been approve by the speaker leader of majority does not approve motion 

here. Our debate here revolves whether to approve or otherwise and going back to the status of 

the motion this motion has been approve by the speaker it’s before this assembly we are waiting 

approval or disapproval thank you very much  

Hon madam speaker. Yes honorable member from hulugho 

Hon Adow Omar. Thank you madam speaker, in the name of Allah the compassion and the 

merciful as the honorable member for Masalani said this house is governor by tradition and rules 

what members are purporting to discuss is not something to be discussed or subject for 

discussion.      

TAKE H M.NUR 

Hon. Adow: This house is governed by traditionsw and rules and what the members are 

purpoting is not something that is subject for discussion this was approved by a selection 

committee and some members are automatic members and the cahir for all rthe committees and 

the nine members this house can not only guarantee gender balace there is a generation for 

regions and minority parties ande affiliates and those thinks were captured and put into 

considerations and with due respect madam Speaker let us respect the procedurs and the 

regulations what Mheshimiwa member for Danyere was talking although he was taking in 

another language he was saying there is no inclusion for geographical consideration not only 

every committee can solve that problem there are several other committee lacks  geographical 

representation it is not that 11 members of a committee can accommodate the whole problems of 

gender geographical and clan issue or party issue so madam Speaker it is this house now either to 

approve or disapprove it is no under the speakers mercy we members to discuss and the dispense  

this business let us discuss the regulation that governs the standing order the motion is within us 

you can gang up with you members to oppose us but it is very unfortunate being a select 

committee member and whther you are present or upset it doesn’t matter but this matter was 

discussed and approved nad minuted so madam Speaker amd sorry to say Mr. Speaker So Mdam 
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Speaker I need you to protect the standing oder of this house the procedures the norms of this 

house this committee cannot be rejected on the Ground of saying geograpicl representation 

gender representation and interim Standing order where a member of a county assembly 

honourable member was captured in the hansard and the speaker who was on the chair that day 

asked him are you justified with what you are saying madam Speaker I need you protection am 

making valid contribution Madam Speaker am making a valid contribution let point of order 

come latere Mdam Speaker I need your protection the fact that you come from southern also. 

Hon.Madam Speaker: Order! Please 

Hon. Adow: Mr. Speaker if the member could have been a female and the chairs of the 

committees could have been a female they could have had automatic membership we could have 

that consideration  not our own making it is the standing order that makes that position so Mr. 

Speaker with your guidance we want membwe if they are opposing bgangu up and bit us in the 

votes but not a matter of requesting your mercy nad purpoting that they were nevewr consulted 

or not included so what the Mheshimiwa was talking was something valid so be approached or 

addressed otherwise it cannot be said the wole problem of this county can be solved by a 

representation of an 11 committee members so Madam Speaker with your due diligence we need 

to observe the rules and norms of this house and I support the motion. 

Hon.Madam Speaker:Yes leader of minority 

Hon. Mohamed Sheikh Ali: Thank you madam Speaker it is the high time members applied the 

leadership for observing the gender rule in fact if you go all the committee we have constituted 

we observed and for this case I support the sentiment made by the speaker because the Speaker 

and the deputy speaker and they are automatic members of this committee the other number of 

the committee is 9 out of the nine it is already clear that we are in the right direction and at the 

same time the honourable member purporting to talk about the inclusion of this committee in fact 

is member and a brilliant member of the selection committee and infact if he bring the minute he 

signed so Mdam Speaker it is the high time from the reading the mood of the house we put the 

question if you have an objection you can put that so I suggest you put down the question 
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Hon. Madam Speaker:Yes Majority leader 

Ho. Mhat Osman: thank you Mr. Speaker I think we have observed the gender rule of the 

committes and most of our female members are engaged in most of the committees and as per 

the standing order it says clearly that law is practicable so that has been taken care  off we will 

make sure we will take care of the gender that has been our tradition in this house and we will 

continue safeguarding the interest of the gender rule… 

TAKE I ABDII 

Hon  Mahat Osman:  We will see all the preliminary on committee that are doing very 

important functions and some of this committees  where the speaker and the deputy speaker 

determine the automatic numbers that have done their best and make sure our key members are 

already  in the committees. Thank you honorable speaker kindly consider  that part of the 

statement of standing order which is very clear and which will rely on as members of the select 

committee . 

Madam Speaker :  Okay I think we have deliberated enough on this issues and this is  my 

rulings as madam speaker on the chair .We know very well that we are govern by  rule and 

regulation  and we know that we are leaders of this standing order and members should  not 

advantage of opposite gender  and for that the speaker and deputy speaker  that we are talking 

about they are members and all in one gender  and since we are eleven member and we 

atomically we have three female  members  and for that am ruling that this should be taken back 

to the majority leader and the select committee . The facts that the standing order is saying the 

committee on selection shall be consideration of minutes of gender balance and shall so far as 

may be practical ensure that  not more two-third members  of the committee of county assembly 

and so the speaker and  deputy speaker  arte forgettable that means they have nine members as 

male and two female and this motion should be taken back.  Yes Honorable of Galbet . 

Hon Abdirizack Ismail : Thank Madam Speaker before the adjournment am standing on 

standing on 41 that there is statement I raised on Tuesday  afternoon and is very pertinent  and 

the last time I communicated with the honorable member of Modogashe  and there is no response 
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from the county government  and he’s already on the ground  and the speaker ruled that if there 

is no any response  then we should raised this issues again on Thursday  and therefore  since the 

majority leader  is here then we want the respond and then on the same note because I cannot say 

laxity because the county government has a lot bureacy  in term of procurement and water view  

but again they should have send the team on the ground to do the assessment  and still am 

following up on the issues I raised please we need to have the audio committee send immediately 

so they can also reprimand the county government to act immediately and one respond is from 

majority leader on how far the government have taken on issues respond and the again is the 

issues of  add hock committee to pursue on that issues Madam Speaker. Thank you. 

Madam Speaker :  Majority leader do you any information. 

Hon Mahat Osman :  Thank you Madam Speaker .  The field concerning team are going to 

Modigashe as am speaking. I have already confirm from the special programme  department  

there is sugar, rice and beans and other soughted food  substances are heading  to modigashe and 

there is also other teams  add hock committee are leaving on  Assembly this Saturday to sensitize 

sanitation so those respond on way and the field have done been  done and the respond was on 

way and procurement have been  done and the transportation  was done. Thank you. 

Madam Speaker : I think we have heard from the majority leader . Yes member   

Hon Mohamed Sheikh : Thank you honorable speaker  I want to involved in this matter as 

urgent  but  the majority leader is giving the same information again and we said this matter is 

very urgent  and people are dire  need of help but speaker directed this matter should be put back 

on Thursday if there is no progress but as we are speaking now there is nothing that waits every 

time but I suggest  should make the ruling on when we formed add hock committee whether we 

send team from  this house so they coordinate and see how is the progress of this issues  but I 

suggest we should make the ruling madam speaker . 

Madam Speaker :  Majority Leader do  you want to answer this. 

Hon Mahat Osman :  Madam Speaker I think we have mentioned the housed the want to live to 
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Modigashe and that statement is very clear and I don’t know why they want to put the house on  

doubt and also said the add hoc committee they will be leaving this Saturday and but we didn’t 

discuss with our leaders in Assembly  and that committee will be  reaching  on ground on 

Saturday and the number of targeted  household that is why am telling you and survey have been 

done and set up the number of households and also  Kenya red cross have been there and they 

give out substances to the village. Thank you  

Madam Speaker :  we have heard what the majority leader have been giving us and from this 

desk we are going to have the majority leader himself, minority leader , the chair of finance and 

the chair of administration  and the  add hoc  committee who are going to work together and they 

will go to see special programmed department at the governor office so they can able to give us 

feedback on Tuesday and you know this issues is ultimately and it is affecting us on one way or 

another  And we would like urgent respon d. Yes honorable member Abubakar 

Hon Abubakr: Thank you  madam speaker. This assembly is having the first of the clash  ruling 

allowing the table motion to be debated And the last stage  after   the mover  have replied that is 

the leader of the majority turning of ruling that could be for another day but that is why this 

committee is very important holding such position . 

Madam Speaker:  The ruling has been made and there is no more debate about it. 

Hon Abubakr: There is no debate .It’s requirement is allowed  in  standing order .Madam 

Speaker your latest ruling on the issues of the Modogashe I think that one is timely we have the 

leader of Majority and both other parties and it’s normal the leader of majority speaks for the 

executive but is very important at the sitting the executive doing something on the ground  and 

that is why I needed to mention this part. Thank you Madam Chair. 

Madam Speaker: The house is adjourn  

 


